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Getting to know your property -

The better you understand the dynamics of your property y y y p p y
– systems, design, operations and tenancy – the better 
you can both critically examine variance within the 
subject’s historic expenses as well as justify the rationale 
for your selection of “best” comparable expenses.  

Within the line item ranges delimited by the Comparable 
expenses  this understanding provides a platform from expenses, this understanding provides a platform from 
which  the analyst can interpolate expense estimates 
which are internally consistent and which achieve a 
good measure of empirical validity.   good measure of empirical validity.   



Property Specific Vacancy/Turnover 
CharacteristicsCharacteristics

What percentage of the units turnover per year? 

Are the unit turnovers clustered in one unit type or another?Are the unit turnovers clustered in one unit type or another?

What work is done to the unit upon turnover?

Who performs the work contractor or staff? Who performs the work - contractor or staff? 

How long does it take to make the unit ready for 
occupancy? 

How much advance notice is given for move-outs? 

What is the typical marketing time for turnovers? Low end -yp g
typical? High end - typical?



Property Specific Turnover Analysis



“For existing projects, operating expenses must be adjusted on the 
basis of comparable projects, but will primarily be based on the 
past 3 years of operating experience for the subject project. “

Multifamily Accelerated Processing (MAP) Guide
Revised August 18, 2011

What is the baseline expense estimate paradigm? Are you comparing
the historic expense experience to the Comparable expenses or
comparing the Comparables to the historic? Put another way, are thep g p y
historic expenses presumed to be a strong representation of the cost of
operations of the subject property which are being confirmed by the
Comparable data – or - are the Comparables presumed to be a strong
indication of a “market standard” of operations against which the
historic experience is tested?p

In the first case, confirmation, the analysis is very practical and typically shallower
since the historic subject property expense line items are typically deemed
acceptable if they fall within the range of the individual Comparable line items.
Only when particular subject property line items fall outside of the range do the
C bl d d b tt l tComparables demand better explanatory

In the case of establishing a baseline of market standards, variances must be
accounted for through specific physical, functional, and operational analysis of
the Comparables, recognizing he interrelationships between expense categories.



Comparative RE Tax Analysis







Ranking/Weighting Expense Research 
& Conclusions& Conclusions

Proportionately greater expenses warrant proportionately p y g p p p y
greater substantiation/analysis. This is particularly true 
when there exists greater variation within the universe of 
outcomes. 




